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Gone are the days when business houses used shared web hosting services to cater to the needs
of their internet presence. Dedicated web hosting servers offer a lot and prove to be quite profitable
for all kinds of businesses.

What is a dedicated web hosting server?

A devoted hosting service, dedicated server, or managed hosting service is a typical internet hosting
service provider offering dedicated servers online 24x7x365 days a year. It is generally taken on
lease. In this kind of a lease agreement the web hosting server is not shared with anyone, itâ€™s totally
dedicated. This provides more flexibility than shared hosting, as organizations have complete
control over their server(s). In this kind of hosting an organization can choose any operating system,
hardware, etc. Plus, the hosting service provider provides with full administrator control over the
server.

Advantages of Dedicated Server Hosting

Dedicated server hosting has to be the most excellent kind of web hosting for anyone, since you are
not sharing your server with anyone else meaning that you have complete control. It completely
helps in resource optimization as there is a dedicated server to cater to all your web needs. It also
means that if there is a large traffic of website users, it is quick and easy and that too in a dedicated
hosting environment. There is also an advantage of good uptime, website loads quick and fast. This
improves credibility and reliability.

Disadvantages of Dedicated Server Hosting

There arenâ€™t any disadvantages associated with dedicated web hosting servers except the cost
factor. Compared to shared hosting services, taking a dedicated web hosting server costs a lot; but,
itâ€™s worth it for the business.

Welcome to SIS Hosting

SIS Hosting services provide quality dedicated web hosting services in Australia. The servers are
located in Australia and can be utilized for various kinds of businesses. SIS Hosting is the right
place where you find advanced cloud hosting, dedicated server, colocation and well-established
data center services for businesses of all sizes. They have more than a decadeâ€™s experience in the
ISP and hosting business and SIS has developed a full understanding of what it takes to deliver
high quality service and support.

Cheap Dedicated Servers

Normally a typical Server will meet your needs whether you are on a tight budget or investing in an
enterprise-class solution. For traffic concentrated applications, all classic servers can be hosted on
a fully redundant un-metered network. This kind of a network is cheap and can easily be afforded.
However, they have their own drawbacks.

How SIS Hosting Australia works for you

SIS has built an extremely spirited, full-grown hosting business from the ground up, investing in their
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own data centers, best of helping hands through local staff and not to mention the best breed of
hardwares. SIS Hosting Solutions Australia provides best of robust solutions that caters well to the
business. It is one of the best ways to have an effective online presence.

SIS is now a fully grown organization providing expertise in cloud computing and networked supply
management. They can easily show the improvements in service quality available through the use
of Content Delivery Networks, scalable Virtual Machines that run in clouds that are self-correcting,
RAID protected and failover-safe environments.
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